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The light of the mysteries will emerge upon the surface of the Earth and the consciousnesses of
humanity will come to know Truth.

A Truth that has always been there, latent but silent, waiting to emerge to the surface so that the
race might perceive it has never been alone in this Universe.

But when this Truth emerges, with it will arrive the awareness of each being, and they will realize
the wounds that many nations have brought upon the planet.

At that moment, everything will be put into evidence and the planet will show all that it has suffered
throughout times, as well as all that it had to endure in silence.

Because when the Truth emerges, the prayer of the faithful devotees will make this Truth more
impactful. It will take an almost physical form so that no being becomes confounded and they may
understand what they will be experiencing without the need for anyone to interpret these events. 

The Truth that will emerge upon the Surface will bring many revelations with it. Humanity will
realize all its faults upon becoming aware of the essence of its purpose as beings and as members of
humanity.

This Truth will open the eyes of those who have always aspired to know what is beyond this world,
but the impact of this Truth will have repercussions in the knowledge and the beliefs that each one
has about reality.

While Truth emerges to the Surface, God will send a stronger impulse so that the whole Earth may
have the Grace of being able to surrender and recognize its faults, and in this way all may be
repaired.

At this moment, many inner worlds will be able to take back what they left pending in the Universe,
and they will make themselves available to carry out that which the Plan of God so much expected.

The Earth will be restored from the abuses and the diseases that the human being has imposed upon
it for decades.

Thus, nature will be healed and no longer lose the space that has corresponded to it since the
beginning of Creation.

This moment will finally come after the planet itself has purged what causes adversity and pain to it.

This time and this moment are arriving, therefore we must pray so that more souls may have the
Grace of not losing the emergence of Truth, a moment in which no one will be able to hide from it,
there will be no earthly weapon that can destroy it, no nation that can impose itself upon it or
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terrestrial power that can dissolve it because Truth is one and above any material reality.

Be prepared for this moment.

It is time to know that the final awakening will come, and all religions will have to recognize that
they have become stuck in their theories and become stagnant in their dogmas because the love that
will come from the Truth will change everything forever.

I thank you for responding to My call!

Who blesses you,

Your Mother Mary, Rose of Peace

 


